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-ooOoo- 

 In 1985, a nurse working at a hospital suffered a back injury in the course of her 

employment.  By September 2004, approximately $1.6 million had been paid on the 

                                                 
*Pursuant to California Rules of Court, rules 8.1105(b) and 8.1110, this opinion is 

certified for publication with the exception of parts II. D and II. E. 
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nurse‘s workers‘ compensation claim for wage indemnity, medical care, and vocational 

rehabilitation.  The nurse‘s employer paid the first $150,000 under the self-insured 

retention on its excess workers‘ compensation insurance policy.  By the time the retention 

was exceeded, the insurance company was insolvent and, consequently, the employer 

continued to pay for the nurse‘s medical care.   

 The employer or an affiliate requested the California Insurance Guarantee 

Association (CIGA) to reimburse it for amounts the insurance company would have paid 

under the policy had the insurance company remained solvent.  The initial claims to 

CIGA may have been presented by the corporation that employed the nurse.  Subsequent 

claims were presented by an affiliated corporation into which the employer corporation 

had merged. 

 This appeal concerns whether the CIGA is statutorily required to pay those claims.  

The trial court granted CIGA‘s motion for summary judgment on the ground that the 

claims were excluded from the definition of ―covered claims‖ that CIGA was obligated to 

pay.1  The court relied upon section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B),  which excludes ―any 

claim by any person other than the original claimant under the insurance policy in his or 

her own name .…‖  (§ 1063.1, subd. (c)(9)(B).)   

 In the published portion of this opinion we address two issues regarding the 

interpretation and application of section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B).  First, we 

conclude that any claims presented by the corporation that employed the nurse were 

covered claims despite the fact that the corporation changed its name to a name not listed 

in the insurance policy.  Second, we interpret the phrase ―original claimant under the 

insurance policy in his or her own name‖ to include the affiliated corporation into which 

                                                 
1Insurance Code section 1063.1, subdivision (c) defines ―covered claims.‖  For 

convenience, references to the provisions in section 1063.1 shall use the designations for 

subparagraphs now in effect.  All further statutory references will be to the Insurance 

Code unless otherwise stated. 
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the employer corporation was merged because the merger was an internal restructuring of 

a family of corporations, and did not expand or otherwise change the ownership or 

control of the operations, and because the surviving corporation continued the employer 

corporation‘s corporate activities as well as its hospital operations.  We regard this 

interpretation as creating a narrow exception to the holding in Baxter Healthcare Corp. v. 

CIGA (2000) 85 Cal.App.4th 306 (Baxter) where the court concluded that the surviving 

corporation of a merger between unaffiliated entities was not an original claimant under 

an insurance policy in the name of the disappearing corporation.  Based on our 

interpretation of section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B), we conclude that CIGA‘s motion 

for summary judgment should be denied.   

 In the unpublished portion of this opinion we address whether triable issues of 

material fact exist regarding equitable estoppel and the equitable defense of laches.  We 

conclude that questions of fact exist concerning the application of these affirmative 

defenses to CIGA‘s cross-complaint.  These questions of fact are another reason why 

CIGA should not have been granted summary judgment on its cross-complaint. 

 The judgment will be reversed and the matter remanded for further proceedings. 

FACTS 

MERCY HOSPITAL BAKERSFIELD 

 The accurate identification of the entity named Mercy Hospital Bakersfield is 

important to the issues raised in this appeal and is complicated by the fact that the entity 

changed its name twice and was involved in corporate reorganizations.  Mercy Hospital 

Bakersfield was the name of a California nonprofit public benefit corporation until late 

1991, when it changed its corporate name to ―Mercy Healthcare Bakersfield.‖2  In March 

                                                 
2The corporation‘s relationship with Catholic Healthcare West was addressed in its 

restated articles of incorporation.  The restated articles indicated that the corporation was 

a subordinate body of Catholic Healthcare West and stated:  ―Catholic Healthcare West 

shall be the sole member of this corporation.‖   
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1998, the corporation filed an amendment to its articles of incorporation that changed its 

name to ―Catholic Healthcare West Central California.‖  For convenience, we sometimes 

will refer to the nonprofit public benefit corporation successively named Mercy Hospital 

Bakersfield, Mercy Healthcare Bakersfield, and Catholic Healthcare West Central 

California as Hospital Corporation. 

 In September 2001, Hospital Corporation‘s parent corporation, Catholic 

Healthcare West, reorganized its subsidiary corporations.  As part of the reorganization, 

Hospital Corporation was merged with Catholic Healthcare West North State, another 

nonprofit public benefit corporation.  In the merger, Hospital Corporation was the 

disappearing corporation and Catholic Healthcare West North State was the surviving 

corporation.  Shortly after the merger, the surviving corporation was renamed Catholic 

Healthcare West II.  In December 2001, Catholic Healthcare West II merged with its 

parent corporation, Catholic Healthcare West.  Catholic Healthcare West II was the 

surviving nonprofit public benefit corporation and changed its name to Catholic 

Healthcare West.   

THE INSURANCE POLICY AND EMPLOYEE CLAIM 

 Mission Insurance Company issued Specific Excess Workers‘ Compensation 

Insurance Policy No. RWS 31293A to Sisters of Mercy Health Systems on January 28, 

1985.  The policy period was from January 1, 1985, through July 1, 1986.  The 

employer‘s retention amount for each occurrence was $150,000.  Endorsement A1, dated 

March 20, 1985, changed the name of the employer covered by the policy to ―Mercy 

Health System; St. Joseph‘s Hospital & Medical Center; Mercy Hospital & Medical 

Center; St. Mary‘s Hospital & Medical Center; St. John‘s Regional Medical Center; and 

Mercy Hospital, Bakersfield.‖   

 On May 30, 1985, Suzanne Bonham injured her back in the course and scope of 

her employment as a registered nurse at Mercy Hospital Bakersfield.  Within 60 days 

following Bonham‘s injury, Mercy Hospital Bakersfield began making payments to her 
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in satisfaction of its obligation under the Labor Code to pay workers‘ compensation 

benefits.   

 On August 22, 1985, endorsement A2 to the policy was issued.  The endorsement 

set forth the agreement that the insurance company for the policy was changed from 

Mission Insurance Company to Mission American Insurance Company.  (Italics added.)  

Endorsement A2 became effective on September 1, 1985, at 12:01 a.m.  

 Two months later, on October 31, 1985, Mission Insurance Company was ordered 

into conservation by the courts.  The attempt to rehabilitate Mission Insurance Company 

was not successful and it was ordered into liquidation on February 24, 1987.  

 In December 1987, Self Insurers Service, Inc., a third party administrator for 

Catholic Healthcare West, the Sisters of Mercy Hospitals and Mercy Hospital Bakersfield 

sent Mission American Insurance Company a notice of the potential workers‘ 

compensation excess claim regarding Bonham.  This notice was followed by 

supplemental reports in March and June 1988.  All three documents estimated the total 

loss at under $78,000.  

 In September 1989, International Surplus Adjusting Services (International 

Surplus) sent a letter to Applied Risk Management, the administrator then handling the 

Bonham matter for Catholic Healthcare West and its affiliates.  The letter stated (1) 

International Surplus was handling the matter for CIGA, (2) CIGA was assuming the 

obligation of Mission Insurance Company, (3) Mission Insurance Company had been 

placed in liquidation by the California Department of Insurance, and (4) Mission 

Insurance Company recently had been notified that Bonham‘s claim might exceed the 

insured‘s retention.  The letter directed Applied Risk Management to send all further 

correspondence to the undersigned and requested additional information on the status of 

Bonham‘s claim.   

 Applied Risk Management sent International Surplus a report dated November 2, 

1989, indicating the status of settlement negotiations with Bonham and estimating the 
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total loss on the claim at approximately $127,000.  The report listed the assured as 

―Sisters of Mercy Health System.‖   

 In late 1989, Bonham and Mercy Hospital Bakersfield entered an amended 

stipulation with request for award and filed it with the Workers‘ Compensation Appeals 

Board.  The stipulation stated that Bonham‘s injury caused permanent disability of 31.5 

percent and that she might need further medical treatment to cure or relieve the effects of 

the injury.  

 Based on the stipulation, the Workers‘ Compensation Appeals Board issued an 

award on January 5, 1990, in favor of Bonham and against ―Mercy Hospital‖ that entitled 

Bonham to both disability indemnity compensation and future medical care.   

 In August 1990, Applied Risk Management sent International Surplus a report 

stating $6,685 was left to be paid on the settlement for permanent disability and 

estimating future medical care at approximately $38,000.  The estimate of the total loss 

on the claim was about $149,000.  The report listed the assured as Catholic Healthcare 

West and Mercy Hospital Bakersfield. 

 On July 26, 1991, Applied Risk Management sent International Surplus a report 

stating the permanent disability had been paid in full, estimating future medical care at 

approximately $34,000, again estimating the total loss on the claim at about $149,000, 

and listing the assured as Catholic Healthcare West and Mercy Hospital Bakersfield.   

 Less than two weeks later, CIGA became directly involved.  It sent a letter to 

Applied Risk Management that referenced the Bonham claim and identified the assured 

as ―Catholic Health Care-West.‖  The letter, dated August 8, 1991, stated in full: 

―This Association has assumed administration of the Mission excess claim.  

Do not communicate further with International Surplus.  [¶]  It appears it 

will be many, many years before the retention is exceeded, if ever.  

Therefore, we are closing our file.  No further reports will be needed unless 

the retention is exceeded.‖   
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 The next communication in the record between Applied Risk Management and 

CIGA occurred almost seven years later in May 1998 when Applied Risk Management 

sent a supplemental workers‘ compensation report to CIGA.  The report advised CIGA 

that Bonham‘s condition had deteriorated.  An implanted neuro-stimulator and a 

morphine pump had been tried to reduce her pain.  Both failed.  Also, each resulted in 

complications and caused home health care to be provided.  Spinal fusion was discussed 

and Bonham continued with counseling.  The total amount paid at that point was 

$292,589.63 and the future medical care was estimated at $100,000.   

 Because the amount paid on Bonham‘s claim exceeded the $150,000 retention 

amount, CIGA audited the payments made to determine the appropriate reimbursement.  

In September 1998, CIGA informed Applied Risk Management of the results of its audit, 

which showed indemnity payments of $72,662.32 and medical care payments of 

$200,312.89.  Based on these figures and the $150,000 retention, CIGA determined a 

total reimbursement of approximately $123,000 was warranted.  CIGA indicated that a 

completed W-9 Form would ―allow us to initiate proper reimbursements to the insured in 

this case‖ and included the form with its letter.    

 In November 1998, CIGA made three checks payable to Catholic Healthcare West 

for the excess workers‘ compensation liability of Mission Insurance Company on the 

Bonham claim.  The checks covered medical care reimbursement ($90,240.44), expense 

reimbursement ($2,874.88), and indemnity reimbursement ($32,734.77).  On April 5 and 

29, 1999, CIGA issued additional reimbursement checks to Catholic Healthcare West.  

All of the checks listed ―Sisters of Mercy Health Serv.‖ as the insured and referenced 

policy No. RWS 031293.  The seven reimbursement checks from CIGA totaled 

$186,093.51.  CIGA made no further payments relating to the Bonham claim.   

 From 2001 through 2004, Catholic Healthcare West‘s third party claims 

administrator continued to send requests for reimbursement to CIGA.  The record does 
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not show if CIGA responded to each request, but does establish that the requests were not 

paid. 

 In October 2004, CIGA sent a letter to Catholic Healthcare West‘s third party 

administrator requesting a copy of the complete excess policy as soon as was reasonably 

possible.  In November 2004, the administrator provided CIGA a copy of the policy and 

endorsements A1 and A2.   

 In July 2005, CIGA advised Catholic Healthcare West that (1) National American 

Insurance Company of California (NAICC) had purchased the assets and liabilities of 

Mission American Insurance Company, (2) those liabilities included the liability on the 

policy covering Bonham‘s workers‘ compensation claim, and (3) CIGA was demanding 

the return of the $186,093.51 it previously paid to Catholic Healthcare West.  Catholic 

Healthcare West did not return the money to CIGA. 

PROCEEDINGS 

 In March 2007, Catholic Healthcare West filed a complaint against CIGA and 

NAICC seeking declaratory relief and indemnity of amounts paid in excess of its 

$150,000 self-insured retention.   

 Both CIGA and NAICC filed answers that denied liability and asserted various 

affirmative defenses.  In addition, CIGA filed a cross-complaint against Catholic 

Healthcare West and NAICC seeking the recovery of the $186,093.51 it paid on the 

Bonham claim.  In its first cause of action, CIGA alleged its payments relating to the 

Bonham claim satisfied obligations of Mission American Insurance Company and 

NAICC and, therefore, it was entitled to indemnification from them.  CIGA‘s second 

cause of action alleged the alternate theory that Catholic Healthcare West was obligated 

to return the $186,093.51 paid because the claims were not ―covered claims‖ within the 

meaning of section 1063 et seq.  

 In January 2008, CIGA filed a motion for summary judgment.  On June 3, 2008, 

the trial court issued a minute order granting CIGA‘s motion for summary judgment on 
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Catholic Healthcare West‘s first amended complaint.  The sole basis for the order was the 

trial court‘s conclusion that the claim was excluded from coverage by section 1063.1, 

subdivision (c)(9)(B), as interpreted by the court in Baxter, supra, 85 Cal.App.4th 306.  

 The trial court also granted CIGA‘s motion for summary judgment on its cross-

complaint for reimbursement.3  The court concluded the undisputed facts showed that 

Catholic Healthcare West could not establish the defense of estoppel or laches.  In 

particular, the court stated Catholic Healthcare West could not show it was ignorant of 

the true state of the facts, which was an element of estoppel, and it made no showing of 

prejudice, which was essential for laches.  

 On July 8, 2008, the trial court filed a judgment that awarded CIGA $186,093.51, 

plus its costs of suit.  Catholic Healthcare West filed a timely notice of appeal.  

DISCUSSION 

I. Standard of Review 

 Appellate courts independently review a motion for summary judgment using the 

same legal standards that governed the trial court‘s determination of the motion.  (Millard 

v. Biosources, Inc. (2007) 156 Cal.App.4th 1338, 1346.)  Code of Civil Procedure section 

437c contains these standards, which courts apply using a three-step analysis.  (Brantley 

v. Pisaro (1996) 42 Cal.App.4th 1591, 1601 (Brantley); see Aguilar v. Atlantic Richfield 

Co. (2001) 25 Cal.4th 826, 850-851 (Aguilar).) 

 First, a court must identify the issues framed by the allegations in the pleadings.  

(Brantley, supra, 42 Cal.App.4th at p. 1602.)  Second, a court must determine whether 

the moving party has satisfied its initial burden of producing evidence ―to make a prima 

                                                 
3CIGA filed a motion for summary judgment against NAICC.  NAICC moved for 

summary judgment against both CIGA and Catholic Healthcare West on the ground the 

only reasonable interpretation of endorsement A2 of the policy was that Mission 

American Insurance Company‘s liability was limited to claims arising after September 1, 

1985.  The trial court denied these motions and NAICC is not a party to this appeal. 
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facie showing of the nonexistence of any triable issue of material fact .…‖  (Aguilar, 

supra, 25 Cal.4th at p. 850; Brantley, supra, 42 Cal.App.4th at p. 1602.)  Third, if the 

moving party has made the requisite showing, a court must examine the opposition and 

determine whether it demonstrates the existence of a triable issue of material fact.  

(Aguilar, supra, 25 Cal.4th at p. 850) 

 A triable issue of fact exists when the evidence reasonably would permit the trier 

of fact, under the applicable standard of proof, to find the purportedly contested fact in 

favor of the party opposing the motion.  (Aguilar, supra, 25 Cal.4th at p. 850.) 

II. CIGA’s Cross-complaint for Return of the 1998 and 1999 Payments  

A. Background 

 CIGA‘s cross-complaint for indemnity alleged that (1) CIGA had mistakenly 

believed that the claims made by or on behalf of Catholic Healthcare West were covered 

claims for purposes of section 1063.1, (2) the claims were not covered claims and CIGA 

was not authorized to pay them, and (3) Catholic Healthcare West was legally obligated 

to return the $186,093.51 paid by CIGA, but had refused to return the payment as 

demanded by CIGA.  

 CIGA‘s motion for summary judgment asserted, among other things, that the 

claims it paid were not covered because the statute excludes ―any claim by any person 

other than the original claimant under the insurance policy in his or her own name .…‖  

(§ 1063.1, subd. (c)(9)(B).)  In Baxter, supra, 85 Cal.App.4th 306, the Court of Appeal 

interpreted this statutory language to mean a claim for coverage must be made by an 

original insured.  (Id. at p. 313.) 

 Catholic Healthcare West contends summary judgment on CIGA‘s cross-

complaint is inappropriate because triable issues of material fact exist regarding (1) what 

entity or entities made the claims paid by CIGA, (2) whether CIGA is estopped from 
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denying that Catholic Healthcare West was an original insured, and (3) whether the 

doctrine of laches bars CIGA‘s cross-complaint.   

 The trial court reached three conclusions in granting summary judgment to CIGA 

on its cross-complaint for the return of the $186,093.51.  First, CIGA was not authorized 

to pay the claims because the claims were excluded from the definition of ―covered 

claims‖ by section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B).  Second, there was no triable issue of 

fact regarding Catholic Healthcare West‘s estoppel defense because an essential element 

had been negated.  Third, the evidence did not support Catholic Healthcare West‘s laches 

defense because there was no showing of prejudice.   

B. Issues Presented  

 Broadly stated, this court must decide whether the $186,093.51 paid by CIGA in 

1998 and 1999 was paid on ―claim[s] by any person other than the original claimant 

under the insurance policy in his or her own name‖ (§ 1063.1, subd. (c)(9)(B)) and thus 

outside the definition of a ―covered claim.‖  In other words, were the claims made by a 

person other than an original insured? 

 The papers filed in the trial court and the appellate briefs did not address some 

issue pertinent only to CIGA‘s cross-complaint, probably because the cross-complaint 

concerned only a small percent of the total amount in dispute.  To obtain the parties‘ 

positions on these issues, this court sent counsel a letter that asked specific questions.  

Counsel provided written answers shortly before oral argument.   

 Those questions primarily concerned (1) who acted as the claimant in 1998 and 

1999, and (2) if it was Hospital Corporation, what impact did that corporation‘s earlier 

name changes have on its eligibility to make a covered claim.   
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C. Identity of the Claimant 

1. CIGA’s separate statement 

 Motions for summary judgment ―shall include a separate statement setting forth 

plainly and concisely all material facts which the moving party contends are undisputed.‖  

(Code Civ. Proc, § 437c, subd. (b)(1), italics added; see Cal. Rules of Court, rule 3.1350.)  

The facts material to CIGA‘s theory included the identity of the entity or entities that 

acted as the claimant in 1998 and 1999.  Therefore, the first question in our letter of 

August 25, 2009, asked counsel:  ―Does CIGA‘s separate statement of undisputed facts 

identify the ‗person‘ or ‗persons‘ that acted as the ‗claimant‘ in 1998 and 1999?‖4  Both 

sides answered ―No.‖   

 We agree with the parties‘ assessment.  Consequently, we will not discuss the 

contents of CIGA‘s separate statement in detail.  Despite this omission of a material fact 

from CIGA‘s moving papers, we will not end our analysis here but will proceed to the 

question whether the evidence presented negates the possibility that a named insured 

acted as a claimant in 1998 and 1999.   

2. Possibility Hospital Corporation was a claimant 

 The second question in our letter of August 25, 2009, asked counsel:  ―Is it 

possible that Hospital Corporation was the person (or among the persons) that acted as 

the claimant in 1998 and 1999?‖  Both sides answered ―Yes.‖   

 Our review of the evidence in the record confirms CIGA‘s concession on this 

issue.  Because of the concession, there is no need to set forth a discussion of that 

evidence here.  

                                                 
4Our letter advised counsel to be familiar with the definition of ―claimant‖ contained in 

section 1063.1, subdivision (g) and the definition of ―person‖ contained in section 19.   
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3. Legal effect of Hospital Corporation’s name changes 

 In early 1998, Hospital Corporation‘s name was changed to ―Catholic Healthcare 

West Central California.‖  This name was not listed in endorsement A1 as one of the 

employers covered by the insurance policy.   

 To clarify the position of the parties regarding the legal effect of Hospital 

Corporation‘s name changes, the fifth question in our August 25, 2009, letter to counsel 

asked:   

―Do Hospital Corporation‘s name changes, standing alone, mean that any 

claim made on its behalf in 1998, 1999 and May 2001 was a ‗claim by [a] 

person other than the original claimant under the insurance policy in his or 

her own name‘ for purposes of Insurance Code section 1063.1(c)(9)(B)?‖   

 Both parties answered ―No.‖  We agree with the position taken by the parties and 

conclude that Hospital Corporation‘s name changes did not change its status as an 

original insured capable of presenting a covered claim to CIGA.  Because CIGA has 

conceded this question of statutory construction, we need not include an analysis in this 

opinion.   

4. Summary 

 Based on CIGA‘s answers to the questions asked in this court‘s letter of August 

25, 2009, it follows that CIGA is not entitled to summary judgment on its cross-

complaint for the recovery of $186,093.51.  Hospital Corporation‘s name at the time of 

Bonham‘s injury was Mercy Hospital Bakersfield and ―Mercy Hospital, Bakersfield‖ is 

one of the employers listed in endorsement A1 to the insurance policy.  Thus, Hospital 

Corporation is an original insured.  If the trier of fact finds that Hospital Corporation 

presented the claims to CIGA in 1998 and 1999, which CIGA concedes is possible, then 

those reimbursement claims would not be excluded from coverage by section 1063.1, 

subdivision (c)(9)(B).   
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 Accordingly, the summary judgment granted to CIGA on its cross-complaint 

cannot be upheld.   

D. Laches* 

 CIGA‘s moving papers did not request summary adjudication of any of Catholic 

Healthcare West‘s affirmative defenses to the cross-complaint for the return of the 

$186,093.51.  Nevertheless, we shall address Catholic Healthcare West‘s affirmative 

defenses because they provide an alternate ground for our decision and will provide 

guidance to the parties on remand in the event that the trier of fact finds Hospital 

Corporation did not act as a claimant in 1998 and 1999.  (See Fire Ins. Exchange v. 

Abbott (1988) 204 Cal.App.3d 1012, 1022 [when an appellate court bases its decision on 

alternate grounds, neither is dicta].) 

1. Fundamentals of laches defense 

 The Legislature has recognized that ―[t]he law helps the vigilant, before those who 

sleep on their rights‖ (Civ. Code, § 3527) and ―[a]cquiescence in error takes away the 

right of objecting to it.‖  (Id., § 3516.)  Consistent with these statutory provisions, laches 

is an equitable defense to the enforcement of a stale claim.  (People v. Koontz (2002) 27 

Cal.4th 1041, 1087.) 

 The California Supreme Court has defined the elements of laches as follows:  

―The defense of laches requires unreasonable delay plus either acquiescence in the act 

about which plaintiff complains or prejudice to the defendant resulting from the delay.‖  

(Conti v. Board of Civil Service Commissioners (1969) 1 Cal.3d 351, 359, italics added, 

fns. omitted.)  In Johnson v. City of Yorba Linda (2000) 24 Cal.4th 61, the court 

reiterated this formulation of the laches doctrine.  (Id. at p. 68 [trial court found laches 

                                                 
*See footnote, ante, page 1. 
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barred employee‘s attempt to seek judicial review of his discharge; finding upheld on 

appeal].) 

 The existence of laches poses a question of fact for the trial court, but the question 

may be decided as a matter of law where the relevant facts are not in dispute.  

(Bakersfield Elementary Teachers Assn. v. Bakersfield City School Dist. (2006) 145 

Cal.App.4th 1260, 1274 [Ct. App., 5th Dist.].) 

2. Contentions regarding laches 

 Catholic Healthcare West contends that CIGA never argued Catholic Healthcare 

West was a ―person other than the original claimant under the insurance policy in his or 

her own name‖ for purposes of section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B) until 2007, after this 

lawsuit was filed.  Catholic Healthcare West argues this delay prejudiced it because, 

among other things, there would have been no basis for CIGA‘s original claimant 

argument had it been raised before Hospital Corporation underwent name changes and 

participated in corporate reorganizations.   

 In response, CIGA contends the doctrine of laches does not apply to its claim for 

the return of the $186,093.51 because Catholic Healthcare West has not demonstrated 

any harm as the result of CIGA‘s delay in requesting the return of the money paid.  CIGA 

also argues that its delay in asserting the requirements of section 1063.1, subdivision 

(c)(9)(B) was reasonable (i.e., was justified or excusable) based on the assertion that the 

following facts are undisputed:  (1) When Catholic Healthcare West‘s reimbursement 

request was originally presented to CIGA, CIGA was not provided with a copy of the 

subject policy along with its endorsements and (2) a copy of policy No. RWS 31293A 

along with its endorsements was not provided to CIGA until November 2004.  From 

these two asserted facts, CIGA deduces that it was ―not alerted to the fact that Catholic 

Healthcare was not an original claimant‖ until late 2004.  
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 Based on the parties‘ contentions, we will review the evidence and determine 

whether the facts material to the defense of laches are in dispute. 

3. International Surplus’s September 12, 1989 letter 

a. Background 

 The first written communication in the appellate record from CIGA or its adjustor 

to Catholic Healthcare West or its third party administrator relating to the Bonham matter 

is the September 12, 1989 letter from International Surplus to Applied Risk Management.  

The context for this letter is established by three earlier documents sent by Catholic 

Healthcare West‘s third party administrator to Mission American Insurance Company.5 

b. Earlier correspondence 

 The oldest of the three documents is a December 7, 1987, form labeled 

―POTENTIAL WORKER‘S COMPENSATION EXCESS CLAIM‖ that provided 

information about Bonham‘s claim, the amounts expended, and an estimate of future 

expenditures.  It referenced the employer as ―Mercy Hospital/Bakersfield.‖  The other 

two documents are supplemental reports to Mission American Insurance Company dated 

March and June of 1988.  As with the initial excess claim form, both supplemental 

reports referenced the employer as ―Mercy Hospital/Bakersfield.‖  Also, the latter report 

stated ―Dr. Lagger P & S clmt. with the following [restrictions].‖   

c. Contents of letter 

 The September 12, 1989, letter from International Surplus to Applied Risk 

Management stated (1) International Surplus was handling the matter for CIGA, (2) 

Mission Insurance Company had been placed in liquidation by the California Department 

of Insurance, and (3) CIGA was assuming the obligation of Mission Insurance Company.  

                                                 
5These documents are contained in exhibit P of Catholic Healthcare West‘s exhibits in 

opposition to motions for summary judgment.   
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The letter directed Applied Risk Management to send all further correspondence to the 

undersigned. 

 The letter also stated that Mission Insurance Company recently had been notified 

that Bonham‘s claim might exceed the insured‘s retention and made a general reference 

to ―the material that was sent to Mission Insurance Company.‖  It specifically mentioned 

the employer‘s report of occupational injury and a report from Dr. Lagger dated 

March 20, 1987, and requested additional information such as recent medical reports and 

the amount expended towards the insured‘s retention.   

 The letter identified the policy number as ―RWS031293,‖ the claimant as 

―Suzanne Bonham,‖ and the insured as ―SISTERS OF MERCY HEALTH SYSTEMS.‖   

d. Inferences reasonably deducible from letter 

 The September 12, 1989, letter identified the insured by using the exact words and 

capitalization that identify the employer in Item 1 of the declaration to the excess 

workers‘ compensation insurance policy issued in early 1985.  The letter used a policy 

number that did not end with an ―A.‖  The declaration issued in early 1985 contained a 

reference to ―RWS 31293‖ followed by a space and an ―-A,‖ which was less than half the 

size of the ―RWS 31293‖ and was placed across from the upper half the ―RWS 31293,‖ 

but not high enough to be a superscript.   

 It is reasonable to deduce from the letter‘s references and the contents of the 

declaration that the materials held by International Surplus included a copy of the 

declaration without endorsement A1 or A2.  The letter‘s omission of the ―A‖ at the end of 

the policy number may have been caused by the space that separated the ―-A‖ from the 

―RWS 31293‖ in the declaration as well as the relatively small size of the ―-A‖ compared 

to the ―RWS 31293.‖  Also, the letter‘s accurate use of the insured‘s name suggests a 

reliable source of that information, which might have included the declaration from early 

1985. 
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 We recognize that other inferences may be drawn from these documents.  We, 

however, are required by the rules of law applicable to Code of Civil Procedure section 

437c motions to examine the evidence in the light most favorable to the party opposing 

the motion and, when inferences conflict, conclude that a triable issue of material fact 

exists.  (Code Civ. Proc., § 437c, subd. (c); Aguilar, supra, 25 Cal.4th at p. 843.)  

Accordingly, we conclude a triable issue of fact exists regarding when CIGA or its agents 

obtained a copy of the initial declaration and endorsement A1. 

 Furthermore, regardless of when CIGA or its agent obtained a copy of the initial 

declaration or endorsement A1, the evidence in the appellate record is sufficient to 

demonstrate that they were lax in requiring that the entity listed as the employer of 

Bonham also be named as an insured under the policy.  The reference in the 

September 12, 1989, letter to material sent to Mission Insurance Company supports the 

inference that International Surplus was in possession of the December 1987 notice of 

potential excess claim and the March and June 1988 supplemental reports.  The notice 

and supplemental reports sent to Mission American Insurance Company in 1987 and 

1988 consistently referred to the employer as Mercy Hospital Bakersfield, yet 

International Surplus‘s letter references the insured as ―SISTERS OF MERCY HEALTH 

SYSTEMS.‖  Despite this inconsistency between the name of the employer and the name 

of the insured, the record contains no evidence indicating that CIGA or its agent raised 

the possibility the Bonham matter was excluded from coverage by section 1063.1, 

subdivision (c)(9)(B). 

 In short, the foregoing documents support the inference that CIGA or its agent (1) 

delayed in asserting the requirement that claims for coverage must be made by a named 

insured, (2) acquiesced in identification of the employer (potential claimant) with a name 

that was different than that of the insured, or (3) both. 
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e. Condition of CIGA’s files in 2004 

 An October 7, 2004, letter from CIGA to Catholic Healthcare West‘s third party 

administrator advised that CIGA had been unable to obtain a copy of the ―Mission W/C 

excess policy which was applicable to the year during which Ms. Bonham‘s industrial 

injury occurred‖ and requested a ―copy of the complete excess policy as soon as is 

reasonably possible.‖   

 Based on this letter, CIGA appears to infer that from 1989 through August 1991, 

when CIGA closed its file on the matter, neither it nor International Surplus had a copy of 

the insurance policy with all endorsements.  Again, we recognize that this inference is 

possible, but the evidence must be viewed in the light most favorable to the party 

opposing the motion for summary judgment.  Viewed in that light, CIGA is not entitled 

to the benefit of this inference.  A trier of fact reasonably could find that the October 7, 

2004, letter does not accurately reflect the contents of the files maintained by CIGA and 

International Surplus 13 years earlier, before CIGA closed its file on the matter. 

 Furthermore, in 2004, the primary issue between the parties was whether there was 

―other insurance‖ available to Catholic Healthcare West from Mission American 

Insurance Company or its successor, NAICC.  (Italics added.)  The documents critical to 

that dispute included the endorsement that changed the insurance company from Mission 

Insurance Company to Mission American Insurance Company.  (Italics added.)  Thus, the 

reference to the excess policy that was applicable during the year of Bonham’s injury can 

be interpreted to refer to the initial policy and the related endorsements, rather than just 

the initial insurance policy.  As a result, the statements in the October 7, 2004, letter do 

not foreclose the possibility (1) that in 1989, International Surplus had a copy of the 

declaration issued in early 1985 that named ―SISTERS OF MERCY HEALTH 

SYSTEMS‖ as the insured, or (2) that CIGA had a copy of that declaration without 

subsequent endorsements. 
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 As discussed previously, if CIGA or its agent had the declaration, then they would 

have had enough information to question whether the Bonham matter was excluded from 

coverage by section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B).6 

 Based on the foregoing, the statements in the October 7, 2004, letter do not 

preclude the inferences that are possible from the September 12, 1989, letter and other 

documents regarding CIGA‘s or its adjustor‘s awareness that the name of Bonham‘s 

employer was not the name of the entity acting as the claimant.  (Code Civ. Proc., § 437c, 

subd. (c).) 

4. Reports to International Surplus 

 After Applied Risk Management received the September 12, 1989, letter from 

International Surplus, it sent International Surplus at least four supplemental workers‘ 

compensation reports.7   

 The two reports dated November 2, 1989, and January 23, 1990, listed ―Sisters of 

Mercy Health Systems‖ on the line designated ―Assured.‖  The August 13, 1990, report 

used two handwritten lines to designate the assured.  The first line read ―CATHOLIC 

HEALTHCARE WEST‖ and immediately below that was written ―MERCY HOSP. – 

BAKERSFIELD.‖  The July 26, 1991, report used two typed lines in the space 

designated for the assured.  Again, the top line read ―Catholic Healthcare–West‖ and the 

lower line read ―Mercy Hospital–Bakersfield.‖ 

                                                 

 6In this opinion we do not address Catholic Healthcare West‘s argument that a 

trier of fact could determine that CIGA was responsible for the consequences of its 

failure to have of a copy of the insurance policy and, therefore, CIGA‘s delay in asserting 

its position regarding section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B) was not reasonable.      

7The four reports are contained in exhibit R of Catholic Healthcare West‘s exhibits in 

opposition to motions for summary judgment.   
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 Within two weeks of this last report to International Surplus, Richard Long, a 

claims examiner for CIGA, sent Applied Risk Management a letter dated August 8, 1991, 

advising it that CIGA had ―assumed administration of the Mission excess claim,‖ no 

further communications should be made to International Surplus, CIGA was closing its 

file because it appeared that it would be many years before the retention was exceeded, 

and no further reports were necessary unless the retention was exceeded.   

 The August 8, 1991, letter supports the inference that CIGA obtained the file 

previously maintained by International Surplus and, thus, was aware of its contents, 

including the reports Applied Risk Management sent to International Surplus.  Those 

reports support the further inference that CIGA was aware of the inconsistency in the 

names used to identify the insured and the name of the employer, yet did nothing to 

enforce the requirements of section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B).  For instance, no 

inquiry was made as to why the name of the ―assured‖ given on the last two supplemental 

workers‘ compensation reports had changed from prior document‘s references to either 

the assured or insured as Sisters of Mercy Health Systems. 

 Thus, the reports sent to International Surplus and the August 8, 1991, letter from 

CIGA support the inference that CIGA was aware of discrepancies and delayed in 

requiring Catholic Healthcare West or its affiliates to comply with the requirements of 

section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B). 

5. Checks issued by CIGA 

 The copies of the seven checks drawn in 1998 and 1999 by CIGA were made 

payable to the order of ―Catholic Healthcare West,‖ yet identified the insured as ―Sisters 

of Mercy Health Serv.‖  The contents of the check support the inference that CIGA did 

not require strict identity between the employer, the insured, and the payee on CIGA‘s 

checks, which supports the further inference that CIGA delayed raising the requirements 

of section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B).  In addition, regardless of whether the payee on 
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the check is regarded as the claimant, the check‘s reference to the insured as ―Sisters of 

Mercy Health Serv.‖ and the other documents available to CIGA that list Bonham‘s 

employer as Mercy Hospital Bakersfield supports the inference that CIGA was not 

requiring these various entities to comply strictly with the requirements of section 1063.1, 

subdivision (c)(9)(B). 

6. Prejudice  

 Catholic Healthcare West counters the trial court‘s conclusion that it failed to 

demonstrate prejudice by arguing that, had CIGA demanded compliance with section 

1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B) at any time before CIGA made the last reimbursement 

payment in April 1999, Hospital Corporation could have complied easily. 

 In September 1991 (after CIGA‘s August 1991 letter), the nonprofit corporation 

named Mercy Hospital Bakersfield changed its name to Mercy Healthcare Bakersfield.  

In March 1998, the corporation changed its name to Catholic Healthcare West Central 

California.  This nonprofit corporation remained in existence until it was the disappearing 

corporation in a merger in September 2001. 

 It appears from the evidence in the record that a trier of fact reasonably could find 

that, had CIGA raised the claimant-must-be-a-named-insured argument anytime before 

CIGA made its last reimbursement payment in April 1999, Hospital Corporation could 

have demonstrated that (1) it was the entity formerly named Mercy Hospital Bakersfield, 

and (2) that name was among those listed as employers in endorsement A1.  Thus, 

Hospital Corporation could have shown that it was an original insured covered by the 

policy and explicitly identified itself as a claimant.   

 Accordingly, we conclude that there has been a sufficient showing of unreasonable 

delay and resulting prejudice to create triable issues of material fact regarding the 

application of the affirmative defense of laches to the cross-complaint.  Furthermore, the 

fact that the corporation underwent its first name change in September 1991 does not 
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mean that it must show that prejudice arose before that date.  As stated earlier, we 

conclude that a corporation does not lose the right to coverage under section 1063.1 

simply by changing its name.  The corporation retains the liability on the workers‘ 

compensation claim as well as the corresponding coverage provided by section 1063.1 

even after it has changed its name.  (See part II.C.3, ante.) 

7. Acquiescence 

 As an alternative to showing prejudice, Catholic Healthcare West may be able to 

demonstrate the last element of a laches defense by showing CIGA‘s acquiescence in any 

error in the way the claim for coverage was presented.  (See 30 Cal.Jur.3d (2005) Equity, 

§ 43, pp. 579-580 [acquiescence alternative discussed].) 

 Because CIGA‘s moving papers did not attempt to demonstrate this element of the 

affirmative defense of laches could not be proven, we will not discuss it in detail.  We 

mention it only to note that the element might be the subject of factual disputes on 

remand. 

E. Equitable Estoppel* 

 Evidence Code section 623 provides that ―[w]henever a party has, by his own 

statement or conduct, intentionally and deliberately led another to believe a particular 

thing true and to act upon such belief, he is not, in any litigation arising out of such 

statement or conduct, permitted to contradict it.‖ 

 ―‗―Generally speaking, four elements must be present in order to apply the 

doctrine of equitable estoppel:  (1) the party to be estopped must be apprised of the facts; 

(2) he must intend that his conduct shall be acted upon, or must so act that the party 

asserting the estoppel had a right to believe it was so intended; (3) the other party must be 

                                                 
*  See footnote, ante, page 1. 
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ignorant of the true state of facts; and (4) he must rely upon the conduct to his injury.‖‘  

[Citations.]‖  (Honeywell v. Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd. (2005) 35 Cal.4th 24, 37.) 

 The third element requires that Catholic Healthcare West be ignorant of the true 

state of facts.8  This element is related to the statutory language in Evidence Code section 

623 that, when applied to the parties in this case, would read:  ―[CIGA] led [Catholic 

Healthcare West] to believe a particular thing true .…‖  The third element of equitable 

estoppel and this statutory language, when considered together, mean that Catholic 

Healthcare West‘s factual ignorance must be related to the ―particular thing‖ that CIGA 

led it to believe was true. 

 Here, Catholic Healthcare West argues the true fact of which it was ignorant (i.e., 

the particular thing it was led to believe) was ―CIGA‘s positions denying coverage based 

on the ‗original claimant‘ issue .…‖   

 Specifically, one of the positions that CIGA may be estopped from asserting is that 

a claim is not covered when the name of the payee on CIGA‘s reimbursement checks is 

not the name of an insured under the insurance policy.  We conclude the record contains 

sufficient evidence to support a finding that CIGA led Catholic Healthcare West and its 

affiliates to believe that the check need not be made out in the name of an insured.  That 

evidence includes (1) the checks themselves, which give different names for the insured 

and the payee, and (2) the correspondence exchanged before the checks were issued in 

which CIGA does not mention any restrictions on who can be named in the checks as 

payee.  Also, the record contains no evidence indicating that Catholic Healthcare West 

was aware that CIGA subsequently would assert that the payee must be a named insured.  

Therefore, we conclude that questions of fact exist regarding whether CIGA is equitably 

                                                 
8We discuss only the third element here because that was the element the trial court 

determined had been negated. 
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estopped from arguing that the claim was not covered because the payee on its 

reimbursement checks was not named as an insured. 

 More generally, the particular thing that Catholic Healthcare West may have been 

led to believe was true was that CIGA would not strictly enforce the requirements of 

section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B) against Catholic Healthcare West and its affiliates.  

One reason that CIGA may have chosen not to require strict compliance is that it may 

have understood the various relationships between the entities comprising the ―system‖ 

operated by Catholic Healthcare West and realized that requiring strict compliance only 

would have changed the paperwork without altering the substance—namely, its 

obligation to reimburse expenditures in the Bonham matter. 

 Accordingly, the undisputed facts do not establish that Catholic Healthcare West 

was aware that, after paying the claims in 1998 and 1999, CIGA would change its 

position and require strict compliance with the requirements of section 1063.1, 

subdivision (c)(9)(B).  Therefore, Catholic Healthcare West may be able to establish an 

equitable estoppel defense to CIGA‘s claim for the return of the $186,093.51. 

F. Summary 

 CIGA‘s cross-complaint for the return of the $186,093.51 it paid in the Bonham 

matter cannot be resolved by CIGA‘s motion for summary judgment because triable 

issues of material fact exist regarding (1) the application of section 1063.1, subdivision 

(c)(9)(B) and (2) Catholic Healthcare West‘s affirmative defenses. 

 First, based on the evidence in the appellate record, a trier of fact reasonably could 

find that the claims for reimbursement submitted to CIGA in 1998 and 1999 were claims 

for coverage made by an original insured—specifically, Hospital Corporation. 

 Second, assuming that the trier of fact finds the claims for reimbursement 

submitted to CIGA in 1998 and 1999 were not made on behalf of a named insured, 
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questions of material fact exist regarding Catholic Healthcare West‘s affirmative defenses 

of laches and equitable estoppel. 

III. Catholic Healthcare West’s Reimbursement Claim 

A. Legal Effect of the Mergers 

1. Facts regarding the mergers 

 In 2001, Catholic Healthcare West oversaw and coordinated the operations of a 

health care system that was organized into three tiers of nonprofit public benefit 

corporations.  The top tier consisted solely of Catholic Healthcare West, the parent 

corporation.  The middle tier consisted of multiple regional subsidiary corporations of 

which Catholic Healthcare West served as the sole member.9  The bottom tier consisted 

of the corporations that operated the hospitals within a particular region; the regional 

corporation acted as the sole member of these corporations.10   

 In September 2001, Catholic Healthcare West reorganized the corporate structure 

and management of the health care system.  Hospital Corporation, then named Catholic 

Healthcare West Central California, merged with Catholic Healthcare West North State, 

another subsidiary of Catholic Healthcare West.  The merger documents described 

                                                 

 9Nonprofit public benefit corporations do not have shareholders.  (See Corp. Code, 

§ 911, subd. (b) [corporation converting to a nonprofit public benefit corporation must 

amend its articles to delete the authorization of shares].)  Instead, they may (but are not 

required to) have members that are entitled to vote in the election of director, amend the 

articles of incorporation, and approve major corporate changes.  (Corp. Code, § 5056.)   

 Our decision in Faughn v. Perez (2006) 145 Cal.App.4th 592 discussed the 

structure and operations of Catholic Healthcare West and stated it and its subsidiaries 

owned approximately 40 hospitals and healthcare facilities in California, Nevada and 

Arizona.  (Id. at p. 596.)   

 10Some of the system‘s services were provided through entities that had entered 

into contracts with a regional or hospital corporation.  (See, e.g. UAS Management, Inc. 

v. Mater Misericordiae Hosp. (2008) 169 Cal.App.4th 357.)   
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Hospital Corporation as the ―disappearing corporation‖ and Catholic Healthcare West 

North State as the ―surviving corporation.‖  Shortly after the merger, the surviving 

corporation was renamed Catholic Healthcare West II.   

 In December 2001, Catholic Healthcare West II merged with its parent 

corporation, Catholic Healthcare West.  Catholic Healthcare West II was the surviving 

corporation and changed its name to Catholic Healthcare West.   

 As a result of these mergers and name changes, the entity now named Catholic 

Healthcare West is the corporation into which Hospital Corporation merged in 2001.   

 Pursuant to Corporations Code section 6020,11 Catholic Healthcare West 

succeeded to all the rights of Hospital Corporation and is subject to all of Hospital 

Corporation‘s debts and liabilities.  Thus, insofar as California‘s corporate law is 

concerned, Catholic Healthcare West is responsible for the workers‘ compensation 

benefits owed to Bonham and holds all of Hospital Corporation‘s rights under policy 

No. RWS 31293A issued by Mission Insurance Company.  

2. Contentions of the parties and issue presented 

 CIGA contends that the trial court correctly determined that the corporate entity 

named Catholic Healthcare West could not make a ―covered claim‖ because it was a 

―person other than the original claimant under the insurance policy in his or her own 

name .…‖  (§ 1063.1, subd. (c)(9)(B).)  CIGA also contends that Baxter, supra, 85 

Cal.App.4th 306 supports the conclusion that Catholic Healthcare West, as the surviving 

                                                 

 11When a merger of nonprofit public benefit corporations becomes effective, ―the 

separate existences of the disappearing parties to the merger cease and the surviving party 

to the merger shall succeed, without other transfer, to all the rights and property of each 

of the disappearing parties to the merger and shall be subject to all the debts and 

liabilities of each .…‖  (Corp. Code, § 6020, subd. (a).)  
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corporation of the mergers, is a separate legal entity and cannot be regarded as Mercy 

Hospital Bakersfield, a named insured.   

 Catholic Healthcare West contends that the mergers should not bar it from 

asserting a claim because, among other things, (1) it is still operating Mercy Hospital 

Bakersfield at the same location where Bonham was injured, (2) it is the entity liable to 

Bonham on her workers‘ compensation claim, and (3) it is the entity that emerged from 

an internal corporate restructuring and is not a completely new corporate entity like the 

entities whose claims were rejected in Baxter. 

 The parties‘ contentions frame the following issue:  Is Catholic Healthcare West 

―the original claimant under the insurance policy in his or her own name‖ for purposes of 

section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B) as a result of the 2001 corporate reorganization?   

3. Baxter 

 In Baxter, two affiliated corporations, Baxter Healthcare Corporation (BHC) and 

Baxter International, Inc. (BII) sued CIGA seeking a judicial declaration that certain 

product liability claims against them should be covered by CIGA.  (Baxter, supra, 85 

Cal.App.4th at p. 309.)  CIGA filed a motion for summary judgment contending the 

claims of BHC and BII were not covered claim because the corporations were not ―the 

original claimant under the insurance policy in his or her own name‖ for purposes of 

section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B).  (Baxter, supra, 85 Cal.App.4th at p. 310.)  The 

trial court agreed and the granted the motion for summary judgment.  (Ibid.)  The court of 

appeal affirmed.  (Id. at p. 315.)   

 In 1984, American Hospital Supply Company (AHSC) sold its breast implant 

business and retained responsibility for product liability claims from products it sold 

before the closing.  (Baxter, supra, 85 Cal.App.4th at p. 309.)  Later in 1984, Baxter 

Travenol Laboratories, Inc. (BTLab) acquired all of AHSC‘s stock.  BTLab then merged 

with AHSC—BTLab being the surviving corporation after the merger.  (Ibid.)  Effective 
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on the same day as the merger, BTLab assigned substantially all of the assets formerly 

owned by AHSC to Baxter Acquisition Sub., Inc. (BASI) and changed BASI‘s name to 

American Hospital Supply Corporation (AHSCorp).  (Ibid.)   

 In 1986, AHSCorp merged into Travenol Laboratories, Inc., which then changed 

its name to BHC (this corporation is one of the plaintiffs in the coverage action).  In 

1987, BTLab changed its name to BII (this corporation is the other plaintiff).  (Baxter, 

supra, 85 Cal.App.4th at p. 309.) 

 As a result of acquiring AHSC, BII and BHC were named as defendants in 

thousands of product liability lawsuits concerning breast implants.  BII and BHC filed 

suit against the insurance companies that sold excess liability insurance policies to AHSC 

during the period in which the implants were manufactured and sold.  Because the 

insurance companies had become insolvent, BII and BHC joined CIGA in their place.  

(Baxter, supra, 85 Cal.App.4th at p. 309.)  

 In Baxter, the parties disputed whether BII and BHC qualified as an ―original 

claimant under the insurance policy in his or her own name‖ for purposes of section 

1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B).  The plaintiffs argued that (1) AHSC, a named insured, 

became BII through the merger and (2) AHSC was reconstituted as BII and then BHC.  

(Baxter, supra, 85 Cal.App.4th at p. 311.)  The court of appeal rejected these arguments 

and conclude BII and BHC did not qualify because ―[t]he policies are not in their names 

and AHSC, the named insured under the policies, no longer exists.‖  (Id. at p. 312.)  The 

court concluded that the statutory phrase in dispute must be read to mean ―original 

insured‖ and that any other reading would do violence to the phrase.  (Id. at p. 313.)   

 The court noted that BII briefly was the parent corporation of ASHC, but stated 

that the parent corporation was not a named insured.  (Baxter, supra, 85 Cal.App.4th at p. 

313.)  In addition, the court concluded that BHC was not AHSC as ―hereafter 

constituted‖ because AHSC no longer existed in 1986 when BHC was created.  (Ibid.)   
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 In this case, CIGA argues that the decision in Baxter compels the conclusion that 

Catholic Healthcare West is not an ―original claimant under the insurance policy in his or 

her own name‖ for purposes of section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B) because it is a 

separate legal entity and Hospital Corporation no longer exists.12  In contrast, Catholic 

Healthcare West contends that Baxter is distinguishable.   

4. Analysis 

 There are a number of factual differences between this case and Baxter.13  (Baxter, 

supra, 85 Cal.App.4th at p 306.)  We regard two such differences as sufficient to warrant 

a different result from the one reached in Baxter.   

 First, in this case, the corporations that merged were part of the same family of 

corporations.  The mergers merely restructured an existing group of corporations that 

were under the control of a single parent corporation.  As such, the mergers were not part 

of a transaction that changed the control or ownership of the operations conducted by the 

corporate family.  In contrast, AHSC (the named insured) was an independent 

                                                 

 12CIGA‘s undisputed material fact No. 8 asserts:  ―Catholic Healthcare West is not 

an original claimant under … Policy No. RWS 31293A.‖  Catholic Healthcare West‘s 

responded to this assertion of fact by stating:  ―Disputed – objection, irrelevant.‖   

Contrary to the requirements of California Rules of Court, rule 3.1350(f), this response 

did not describe the evidence that demonstrated a factual dispute.  This omission, 

however, was addressed later in Catholic Healthcare West‘s response to CIGA‘s separate 

statement of undisputed facts where it asserted it was an ―original claimant‖ pursuant to 

section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9) and referenced certain corporate documents.  (See 

Butcher v. Gay (1994) 29 Cal.App.4th 388, 399 [papers of party opposing summary 

judgment are liberally construed].)    

 13The differences not discussed below include the fact that (1) the corporations 

involved in this case are all nonprofit public benefit corporations while the corporations 

in Baxter were operated for a profit, (2) the insurance policy in this case covers workers‘ 

compensation liability while Baxter involved a general liability insurance policy, and (3) 

Bonham‘s injury occurred and her employer‘s responsibility for her medical expenses 

was established before the merger in which her employer (Hospital Corporation) 

disappeared.   
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corporation that was purchased by BII (under an earlier name) and then merged into BII.  

Thus, the merger in Baxter was part of a transaction in which an unaffiliated (i.e., 

independent) business acquired ownership of the named insured.   

 Second, the surviving corporation in this case continues to operate the business 

that generated the underlying liability.  Specifically, Catholic Healthcare West continues 

to operate the hospital where Bonham was employed when she was injured.  In Baxter, 

AHSC‘s breast-implant business was not acquired by BII. 

 Based on these facts and the legislative purpose discussed below, we conclude that 

Catholic Healthcare West is the equivalent of one of the original insureds—the 

corporation once named Mercy Hospital Bakersfield.  

 Under the rules of statutory construction, this court must interpret the phrase 

―original claimant under the insurance policy in his or her own name‖ in a manner that 

comports most closely with the legislative intent and promotes, rather than defeats, the 

general purpose of the statute.  (Azadozy v. Nikoghosian (2005) 128 Cal.App.4th 1369, 

1373 [courts must ascertain legislative intent and effectuate statute‘s purpose].)  Neither 

party has referenced, nor have we located, any legislative materials that indicate a 

particular purpose or intent regarding organizational restructuring of an insured.  In the 

absence of information concerning a particular legislative intent or purpose, we turn to 

the general purpose of the statute.  (Ibid. [courts select statutory construction that 

comports most closely with legislative intent and promotes, rather than defeats, the 

general purpose of the statute].) 

 A number of cases recognize that CIGA ―was created to provide a limited form of 

protection for insureds and the public, not to provide a fund to protect insurance carriers.‖  

(California Ins. Guarantee Assn. v. Workers’ Comp. Appeals Bd. (1992) 10 Cal.App.4th 

988, 994.)  In light of this statutory purpose, it appears that the phrase ―original claimant 

under the insurance policy in his or her own name‖ was included in the statute to limit 
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CIGA‘s liability to those individuals or entities that were named in the policy as well as 

members of the public injured by a named insured.   

 Consequently, the statute was intended to protect Mercy Hospital Bakersfield, the 

entity that purchased the insurance, and Bonham, the member of the public to whom 

Mercy Hospital Bakersfield owed an obligation that was insured.  Furthermore, we 

conclude that the purpose of the statute is promoted, rather than defeated, by providing 

protection to Catholic Healthcare West in the circumstances of this case.   

 First, Catholic Healthcare West is the continuation of the name insured, Mercy 

Hospital Bakersfield, with respect to its fundamental components of (1) corporate 

activities, (2) operations and (3) ownership.  If one conceptualizes the ―insured‖ in terms 

of these component parts and applies an economic reality test, it follows that Catholic 

Healthcare West is the equivalent of the original insured because it is the continuation of 

all three components.  For instance, under a merger ―the corporate activities of the 

constituent corporations do not cease but are continued and carried on through the new 

channel of the surviving corporation.‖  (15 Cal.Jur.3d (2009) Corporations, § 422, p. 638, 

italics added.)  Thus, Catholic Healthcare West is the organizational entity that is 

continuing the corporate activities of Hospital Corporation.  In addition, Catholic 

Healthcare West continues to operate the facility known as Mercy Hospital Bakersfield.  

Thus, it is continuing the enterprise that was protected by Hospital Corporation‘s 

insurance policy.  Furthermore, the ultimate ownership of both the corporate activities 

and the actual operations was not changed by the mergers.  The corporate restructuring 

conducted within the Catholic Healthcare West family of corporations did not result in a 

previously independent economic actor obtaining an ownership interest in the overall 

enterprise or in the operations of the facility where Bonham was injured.   

 Thus, in the circumstances of this case, treating Catholic Healthcare West as a 

covered claimant does not expand CIGA‘s protection beyond the scope intended by the 

Legislature.  The interests that were protected before the 2001 mergers are the same 
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interests that are protected by allowing Catholic Healthcare West to present claims as a 

continuation of an ―original claimant.‖  CIGA‘s funds will not go to someone liable in the 

Bonham matter but unprotected before the 2001corporate reorganization.  Also, CIGA‘s 

funds will not benefit an unaffiliated party that had independent economic interests 

before the reorganization.  Therefore, the economic reality of a statutory interpretation 

that allows Catholic Healthcare West to act as a covered claimant is that CIGA‘s 

protection is essentially the same as if the corporate reorganization had not occurred—

both in terms of the dollar amount of liability and in terms of the owners and underlying 

interests protected.  

 Second, providing protection to Catholic Healthcare West indirectly protects 

Bonham.  She is among the class of persons the Legislature intended to protect.  

Although Bonham may have little risk in this case because of Catholic Healthcare West 

financial resources, our interpretation of the statute may affect employees whose 

employers are less financially stable and have undergone an internal corporate 

restructuring.    

 Lastly, CIGA has not identified any public policy or legislative purpose that would 

be promoted by denying coverage in this case.  

 Accordingly, we interpret the phrase ―original claimant under the insurance policy 

in his or her own name‖ to include Catholic Healthcare West because it is the 

continuation of an original insured.  Specifically, (1) Catholic Healthcare West is the 

entity continuing Mercy Hospital Bakersfield‘s corporate activities, (2) it is continuing 

Mercy Hospital Bakersfield‘s actual operations, and (3) the 2001 mergers merely 

reorganized the structure of a family of corporations and did not expand or otherwise 

change the ownership of the operations.  Based on these factors, Baxter is 

distinguishable.  We regard this decision as creating a narrow exception to the principles 

established by Baxter.  (Baxter, supra, 85 Cal.App.4th at p 306.) 
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6. Assignee 

 CIGA also contends that Catholic Healthcare West is an assignee of an original 

insured and thus excluded from coverage by the language in section 1063.1, subdivision 

(c)(9) that states a covered claim ―does not include any claim asserted by an assignee .…‖  

In Baxter, the court concluded that BHC was an assignee because substantially all of the 

assets of AHSC were transferred to a predecessor corporation pursuant to a document 

titled ―Assignment and Assumption.‖  (Baxter, supra, 85 Cal.App.4th at p. 309.)  In this 

case, the record does not contain an assignment document.  Furthermore, we will not 

interpret the word ―assignee‖ so broadly as to include the surviving corporation of the 

mergers that occurred in this case.  Doing so would defeat, rather than promote, the 

legislative purpose of the statute. 

7. Conclusion 

 Based on the foregoing interpretation of section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B), 

CIGA is not entitled to summary judgment on Catholic Healthcare West‘s cause of action 

against CIGA for reimbursement.   

B. Issues Not Addressed 

 Based on our interpretation of section 1063.1(c)(9) (B), we need not reach the 

issues involving laches and equitable estoppel as they relate to Catholic Healthcare 

West‘s complaint.  Also, we do not address whether the definition of a covered claim 

contained in Insurance Code section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(13) is subject to the 

exclusion contained in section 1063.1, subdivision (c)(9)(B) or whether workers‘ 

compensation insurance should be a separate exception to the principles established in 

Baxter.  (Baxter, supra, 85 Cal.App.4th at p306.) 

DISPOSITION 

 The judgment in favor of CIGA and against Catholic Healthcare West is reversed.  

The matter is remanded to the trial court for further proceedings and with directions to (1) 
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vacate its June 2008 order granting CIGA‘s motions for summary judgment on CIGA‘s 

cross-complaint and on Catholic Healthcare West‘s complaint and (2) enter an order 

denying the motions.  Catholic Healthcare West shall recover its costs on appeal.    
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Ardaiz, P.J. 
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